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INTRODUCTION TO BELL SCHEDULES

A Bell Schedule sets when your school bells will ring, which is determined by the periods set in its default and
exception schedules. Your school bells are activated by a Bell Controller's Relay that is hardwired to your facility's
existing PA or school bell system and from OneVue each relay is assigned to a Bell Schedule.

Set up your bell schedules
You will set up your bell schedules with default and exception schedules. If you just learning how to set up your
school bell schedules from OneVue, the below information provides an overview.

Learn how to create a new bell schedule. [6]

Default Schedule
A Default Schedule is the bell schedule for the majority of the school year.

You may have more than one default schedule when reoccurring periods are different on the days of the week. For
example, if you have six periods Monday through Wednesday and eight periods on Thursday and Friday, you would
create two default schedules specific to the days of weeks they are effective.

Exception Schedule
An Exception Schedule is for those days the bells are to be different from the default schedule.

You can set an exception schedule not to ring bells for a specific date range or for a period schedule that is different
from the default schedule.

For example, you may not want the bells to ring during winter and spring break or other scheduled days off. You would
create an exception schedule for the day off. Or for shorter days, you would create an exception schedule with the
shorter periods and set the date range the schedule is effective on.

Examples of common events that exception schedules are created for include:

• Scheduled closings
• Early release or delayed start days
• If an assembly requires a shorter class schedule
• Teacher in-service days
• Testing or exam days

Schedule periods
Within a schedule, each period sets when your school bells will ring. A period can be set to only include a start bell or
both a start bell and an end bell.

• Each schedule can have up to a maximum of 48 bell events.
If a schedule only has start bells, the schedule can have up to a maximum of 48 periods.
If a schedule has both start bells and end bells, the schedule can have up to a maximum of 24 periods, which totals
up to the maximum of 48 bell events.

• Each period is assigned to a ring type that specifies the series of ring tones generated by the school bells.
You may choose to assign a unique ring type to specific periods. For example, you may want a ring type unique to
the start or end of a period or to the start and end of a lunch period.
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OneVue provides several standard ring types and custom ring types can be added. A custom ring type is configured
to a specific ring pattern by setting its duration, repeat delay, and the number of rings.
Learn how to view and create custom ring types. [9]

Bell Schedules are assigned to bell controller relays
A Bell Controller has two relays that are hardwired to your facility's existing PA or school bell system to activate
school bells. From OneVue, each relay is assigned to a Bell Schedule.

In some cases, you may have a PA or bell system that serves two locations in the school, such as one for middle
school classes and another side dedicated to grammar school classes. In this situation, each relay is wired to each of
the locations independently of each other and each relay is assigned to its unique bell schedule specific to its
location.

• A bell controller stores a 7-day schedule in its local memory for each of the two relays. Each night after midnight,
the 7-day schedules are downloaded to the device.

• A bell controller connects to the facility’s network hourly to download pending schedule updates, transmit its
operating condition and events to OneVue, and synchronize its time with an NTP time source.

• To ensure the bell rings at the right time, a bell controller has an internal real-time clock that synchronizes hourly
with its NTP time source.

Learn how to assign a bell schedule to a bell controller relay. [12]
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CREATE A NEW BELL SCHEDULE

A Bell Schedule defines when bells ring and are made up of default and exception schedules. Default schedules are
the bell schedules for the majority of the school year. Exception schedules are the schedules for the days that are to
be different from the default schedules.

Step 1: Create the new bell schedule
During this step, you will create a new bell schedule. Once a bell schedule is created, it can then be assigned to a bell
controller relay [12].

1. Go to Scheduling > Bell/Timer Schedules.
If you have an existing schedule that is similar to the new schedule you are creating, you can copy an existing
schedule.

2. From the bottom of the list, select + New.
3. Enter the Name of the schedule.
4. Select a Business Unit. By default, assigned to the account Business Unit.

Step 2: Add a default schedule
During this step, you will set up the default schedule as the bell schedule for the majority of the school year. If you
have bell schedules that vary by the day of the week, you will need to create a default schedule for each of the
schedules.

1. Enter the Schedule Name.
2. Select each day of the week the schedule is to be effective on.
3. From the School Year From, set the date range the schedule is effective; [the start date] to [the end date].
4. Select a display color for the schedule. The color is displayed on the schedule calendar and the School Calendar

Report to identify the schedule's effective dates.
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5. Add the schedule's periods, select Add Period(s). A schedule can have up to a maximum number of 48 events, in
which a single bell is an event. If you use both start and end bells, you can only set up to a maximum of 24
periods resulting in 48 events. If you are only using start bells, you can set up to 48 periods.

You can set the schedule to automatically generate repeat periods or create each individual period. If you only
want the bells to ring at the start of a period, select Use Start Bell Only.

How to automatically generate the period
schedule...

How to create each individual period...

If each period is the same length in time and the
time between each period is the same, you can
create all periods at one time.

Selecting the Repeat For checkbox automatically
creates the number of periods entered with the
same interval in minutes between each of the
periods. This eliminates having to add each
individual period.

1. Select checkbox Repeat for and enter the
[number of periods] with a [minute value]
interval between each period.

2. To have only start bells, select Start Bells Only.
When selected, the schedule only generates a
start bell for each of the periods.

3. Enter the Period Prefix.
The name of each period is automatically
appended with the number value.
For example, if you entered Daily Period, each
period name would be Daily Period 1, Daily
Period 2 and continue with the same naming
sequence for each period.

4. Select Save.
All periods are created. You can edit the periods
as needed.

Complete the steps below to create individual
periods.

1. Set the Start Bell time and Ring Type.
The start bell defines when the bell rings at the
beginning of the period.

2. Set the End Bell and Ring Type.
The end bell defines when the bell rings at the
end of the period.

3. To enable only start bells, select Start Bells
Only.
When selected, the schedule only generates a
start bell for each of the periods.

4. Select Save.
5. Repeat this procedure as needed to create

additional periods.
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Step 3: Add an exception schedule
During this step, you will create an exception schedule for those days the bells are to be different from the default
schedules or when you do not want any bells to ring during a time period when school is not in session. An exception
schedule's effective date or date range is set by its assignment date range.

• When periods are added to an exception schedule: bells will ring during each period set in the schedule for the
assignment date ranges and will override all default schedules.
For example, you have a winter and spring exam schedule that both have the same bell schedules. You would
create two assignments in the exception schedule, one for the winter exam dates and one for the spring exam
dates.
If the schedules are different for the winter and spring exams, you would then create two separate exception
schedules.

• When periods are not added to an exception schedule: bells will not ring during the date ranges set in its
assignments. For example, you may not want bells to ring during spring or summer break or when school is not in
session.

1. From the bottom menu, select Add Exception.
2. Select a display color for the schedule. The color is displayed on the calendar view to identify when the exception

schedule is effective for each day of the month. Do not set the color the same as a default schedule, you want the
color to identify the type of schedule.

3. Enter the Schedule Name.
4. From Add Assignments, enter the Description of the exception, date range the schedule is to be effective and

select Add To List. Verify the assignment is listed.

5. If you need to bells to ring during the assignment date range, select Add Periods(s). If you do not want the bells
to ring for the assignment date range, do not add periods.
You can set the periods to autogenerate or create individual periods.

6. Select Save.
The exception schedule overrides the default schedules for the date range set in its assignment.

Step 4: Download schedules to the bell controller
Bell schedules are stored locally on a Bell Controller device. A Bell Controller checks-in in hourly to OneVue to
download pending schedule updates. You can optionally initiate a manual check-in to download the schedule updates
immediately. A manual check-in is initiated by pressing and quickly releasing its check-in button  (up arrow).
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VIEW BELL RING TYPES AND CREATE CUSTOM RING TYPES

A Ring Type specifies the series of ring tones generated by school bells and are assigned to each bell schedule
period. OneVue provides several standard ring types and provides an option to create custom ring types. A custom
ring type is configured to a specific ring pattern by setting its duration, repeat delay, and the number of rings.

How to view ring types

1. Go to Scheduling > Ring Types.
2. The list of ring types is displayed.

Default ring types do not have a profile and cannot be edited or deleted.
Custom ring types are indicted by its Name as a link. A custom ring type can be updated and can be deleted if it's
not assigned to a period in a zone (bell schedule).

Column Definition

Bell Ring
Pattern

Name of the ring type.

If the ring type is custom, selecting the link opens its profile.

Duration (sec) Number of seconds the bells continuously ring. Can be set up to a maximum of 25.5
seconds.

Repeat Delay
(sec)

Number of seconds the bell ringing is delayed between the number of rings set in the
No. of Rings setting. Can be set up to a maximum of 7 seconds. The No. of Rings
setting must be 2 or greater to enable this setting.

No. of Rings Number of times the bell rings for the set duration. Can be set to up to a maximum of 3
times. When set to 2 or greater the Repeat Delay setting is required.
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How to create a custom ring type

1. Go to Scheduling > Ring Types.
2. From the bottom of the list, select + New.
3. Enter its settings.

Setting Definition

Ring Pattern
Name

Name that uniquely identifies the ring type.

Duration (Sec) Number of seconds the bells continuously ring. Can be set up to a maximum of 25.5
seconds.

Repeat Delay
(Sec)

Number of seconds the bell ringing is delayed between the number of rings set in the
No. of Rings setting. Can be set up to a maximum of 7 seconds. The No. of Rings
setting must be 2 or greater to enable this setting.

No. of Rings
(Times)

Number of times the bell rings for the set duration. Can be set to up to a maximum of
3 times. When set to 2 or greater the Repeat Delay setting is required.

4. Select Save.
The custom ring type can be assigned to the periods set in zone schedules.
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How to update or delete a custom ring type

1. Go to Scheduling > Ring Types.
2. From the Bell Ring Pattern list, select the Link of the custom ring type. Its profile is displayed.

From its profile displayed, you can update or delete the ring type.
A custom ring type can be deleted if it's not assigned to a period set in a zone. To delete a custom ring type, from
its profile select Delete Ring Type.

Column Definition

Bell Ring
Pattern

Name of the ring type.

If the ring type is custom, selecting the link opens its profile. A custom ring type can be
deleted if it is not assigned to a period. To delete a ring type, from its profile select Delete
Ring Type.

Duration (sec) Number of seconds the bells continuously ring. Can be set up to a maximum of 25.5
seconds.

Repeat Delay
(sec)

Number of seconds the bell ringing is delayed between the number of rings set in the No.
of Rings setting. Can be set up to a maximum of 7 seconds. The No. of Rings setting
must be 2 or greater to enable this setting.

No. of Rings Number of times the bell rings for the set duration. Can be set to up to a maximum of 3
times. When set to 2 or greater the Repeat Delay setting is required.

3. If updated, select Save.
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ASSIGN A BELL SCHEDULE TO A BELL CONTROLLER RELAY

The Bell Schedule assigned a Bell Controller Relay sets when your school bells ring. A relay triggers the bells to ring
through its hardwired connection to your facility's existing PA or school bell system.

In some cases, you may have a PA or bell system that serves two locations in the school, such as one for middle
school classes and another side dedicated to grammar school classes. In this situation, each relay is wired to each of
the locations independently of each other and each relay is assigned to its unique bell schedule specific to its
location.

How to assign a relay to a bell schedule

1. Go to Devices > Bell Controller Relays.
2. Select the 9-character link of the relay. Its profile is displayed.
3. From the Assigned Bell/Timer Schedule setting, select the Bell Schedule to be assigned to the relay.

4. Select Save.
The Update Pending status is set to Yes when a setting change is scheduled to be downloaded to the device
during its next check-in to OneVue. Setting changes take effect when downloaded to the device. Once
downloaded, its Updating Pending status is set to No.

When a bell controller downloads bell schedule updates
A Bell Controller checks-in to OneVue hourly to download pending schedule updates. If you do not want to wait for the
hourly check-in, press and release its check-in button  (up arrow). This initiates a manual check-in and the Bell
Controller will connect to the network and download the schedule updates from OneVue.

In addition, the following applies to a bell controller.

• A bell controller stores a 7-day schedule in its local memory for each of the two relays. Each night after midnight,
the 7-day schedules are downloaded to the device.

• A bell controller connects to the facility’s network hourly to download pending schedule updates, transmit its
operating condition and events to OneVue, and synchronize its time with an NTP time source.

• To ensure the bell rings at the right time, a bell controller has an internal real-time clock that synchronizes hourly
with its NTP time source.
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DOWNLOAD SCHOOL CALENDAR AND BELL SCHEDULE REPORTS

At anytime you can download a calendar and schedule report detailing your bell schedules. These reports are helpful
when you need to share schedules with staff or when you need to verify your bell schedules.

• View latest report generated [14]
• Generate a new report [15]
• View and download report history [15]

School Calendar report
The School Calendar Report provides a monthly calendar identifying the schedule set for each day of a month.
Includes both default and exception schedules.

This report is helpful to verify the type of schedule set for specific days. For example, view the report to verify the
schedules set for early release days and holiday breaks.

School Schedule report
Provides a bell schedule's period details. Includes both default and exception schedules.
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This report is helpful when you want to print or share schedules that provide period details.

View latest report generated
The latest report is the last report generated by OneVue or by a user.

1. Go to Reports> Active. A list of all active report profiles is displayed.
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2. From the list, locate the Report Profile and from its Latest column, select either the PDF or CSV link. The type of
file available is dependent on the Report type, which not all report types are available as a CSV file.

PDF file: opens in a new web browser tab. You can then download the PDF file to locally save to your computer.

CSV file: automatically downloads to your computer's Downloads location.

Generate a new report

1. Go to Reports > Active. A list of all active reports files is displayed.
2. From the list, locate the Report Profile and from its Ad Hoc column, select the Run Now link. OneVue generates

the new report.

When the report is available, a report To Do notification is listed on your Dashboard. If the Report Profile is configured
to send report notifications, a new report email notification is also sent. When you manually generate a new report
(run now), the report is saved as the latest report.

View and download report history
All reports generated are stored in a Report Profile's history and can be viewed and downloaded at anytime.

1. Go to Reports > Active.
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2. From the list, locate the Report Profile and from its History column, select the View Reports link. A list of all
reports generated is displayed.

3. To view reports within a specific date range, enter a start date and end date to filter the reports displayed.
4. To view a report, select either the Download PDF or Download CSV link. The type of file available is dependent on

the report type - not all report types are available in a CSV file type.
PDF file: opens in a new web browser tab. You can then download the PDF file to locally save to your computer.

CSV file: automatically downloads to your computer's Downloads location.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

You may require technical support when you have questions about product features, installation and configuration, or
troubleshooting. Support services are delivered in accordance with your organization's support agreement, end-user
license agreements, and warranties, either with a Primex Certified Sales and Service Partner or directly with Primex.

Support through Primex Certified Sales and Service Partners

Ensuring our customers experience excellent service is of utmost importance to Primex. Our network of Certified
Sales and Service Partners offers technical support services for Primex products.

If you have purchased Primex products or have a service agreement with a Primex Partner, they are your primary
contact for all Technical Support inquires.

When contacting Technical Support

Make sure you have satisfied the system requirements specified in the product documentation. Also be at the
computer or device on which the problem occurred, in case it's necessary to replicate the problem.

Please have the following information available:

• Customer ID/Account Name
• Problem description/error messages
• Device hardware information
• Troubleshooting performed

Primex Technical Support

Hours: 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM CT, Monday through Friday

Phone: 1-262-729-4860

Email: service@primexinc.com

Web: www.primexinc.com/support
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